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Photographic Transparency – A Cognitivist Approach

The talk will examine an aesthetic problem - that of photographic transparency - from the standpoint of the extended mind theory. Although there might be what I consider striking connections between the two areas of research, to my knowledge, nobody has attempted to effectively operate the rapprochement. My intention is to show that pictorial transparency can be reframed as a particular case of extended cognition, which, further down the road, can provide us with answers to some of our aesthetic inquiries. As a matter of fact, on the one hand, the classical Waltonian approach to transparency, based on the idea of mechanical production, can hardly cope with both photographic technology and photographic practice. Unfortunately, the proposed alternatives to Walton fare no better, because they fail to take into account the way visual cognition works. Finally, from the vantage points allowed by the extended mind theory, I will argue for photographic transparency, but, unlike Walton, I will grant it both to photographs and to handmade pictures.